Liza reported on Welcome packet progress. First corrections and editing have been made. Next steps: Look at text and order of items. Check map size. CB Committee will continue to submit entries. Table of Contents to be determined. Add pictures. Encourage more submissions. Suggested that it be put up soon with the basics, with the understanding that it will evolve and change.

Jackson Family Playground. MPS has approved the design, with small changes which architect will address. Naming comes up at November MPS board meeting. Pratt Site Council will finalize name recommendation as Jackson Family Playground. Planning for public celebration of name will begin after MPS decision, likely in the spring 2023. We hope family members will attend and that TPT will cover. May also function as public unveiling of project.

Glendale Exhibit. Original two interns have left the project. Grad student in architecture has been hired. Seeking another, probably with graphic design. An illustrator may be hired to add visual to oral histories. Karl Krause, Kyra and Ladan Yusuf are working with the interns.

Kyra reported on progress of Seniors photos project. Seniors have been contacted but no studio visits as yet. Funding came from the Prospect Park Legacy Fund which should be informed of project delay and to ask for project funding extension, should it be needed.

Luxton Park. Maker space and digital lab coming in Fall 2022.

Next meeting: November 3, 4:30.